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This study draws upon neuroscience to measure and illustrate the effectiveness 

of radio advertising on memory encoding. The Radio Bureau has partnered with 

Neuro-Insight to deliver a comprehensive research project, compiled through 

physical fieldwork with 197 participants who were fitted with the latest SST  

(steady state topography) technology while exposed to advertising.
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“Our brain is not only constantly processing 
information from our senses but is also very 
selective in what is brought to our attention. 

We know from neuroscience research that even 
if things aren’t being brought to our attention or 
being attended to, they are still being processed 
and can have an impact on our behaviour” 

Dr Shaun Seixas, Director of Research, Neuro-Insight
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Left brain = detail memory encoding  /  Right brain = global (brand) memory encoding4

Neuro-Insight uses a unique technology –  
Steady State Topography (SST) – to measure how 
the brain responds to different types of stimulus.

Electrical activity in the brain is measured in order to report 

on a number of cognitive functions:

The brain processes information with 
either left (detail) or right (global) 
hemispherical bias – rarely both equally. 

Understanding Memory Encoding



Left brain = detail memory encoding  /  Right brain = global (brand) memory encoding5

Neuro-Insight’s patented technology 
has been proven to exhibit an 86% 
correlation to in-market behaviour.

Long term memory encoding drives all of these desired outcomes.

Neuro-Insight’s Measures

Engagement

Engagement is an indicator of how 
involved people are, and is generally 
triggered by material that is of 
personal relevance.

Approach/Withdraw

Approach/Withdraw is the “direction” 
of the emotion being experienced – 
whether it is positive or negative.

Memory Encoding

Emotional Intensity

Emotional Intensity relates to 
the strength of emotion being 
experienced.

Validated

Long term memory encoding reflects 
what is being actively committed to 
memory.

Brand 
Salience

ROI Recall Preference Purchase 
Intent
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The advertising campaigns for four brands were included in the study, 

representing four categories: Fast Food, Retail, Insurance and Fuel.

Reporting revolved around second-by-second analysis  

of specific neurometric performance.

Generally, the benchmark lines on the time series help clients determine which 

moments of the advertisement or media content are effective.

For this study, 197 participants were fitted with 
SST while exposed to content and advertising 
across three media in the following scenarios:

• Listening to radio while watching a car journey 
• Television viewing of a popular New Zealand program
• Following a social media scroll on a mobile phone

Mirror neurons activate when people watch an everyday task or event with 

which they easily identify. This stimulates the brain to mentally ‘mirror’ the activity. 

Due to the mirror neuron effect, scientific studies indicate that measured 

responses to filmed activity are close to people’s actual experience when they 

are completing activities such as driving or walking.

Three cells were developed, with three different orders of media exposure, to 

measure and illustrate priming effects:

Cell 1 Radio Television Social Media

Cell 2 RadioTelevision Social Media

Cell 3 Radio TelevisionSocial Media

Memory Encoding – Example
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Radio is highly effective for 
both call to action and branding 
While radio is widely considered to be highly effective in 
driving a call to action, this study shows it is equally as 
effective at building, or reinforcing, brand equity.

Priming with radio drives 
stronger results in other media
Advertising on radio prior to television can increase  
the effectiveness of a television ad, in particular  
its moment of peak branding, by up to 31%.

Radio is an effective advertising  
channel for all categories tested
In each of the four categories tested in this study (Fast Food, 
Retail, Insurance & Fuel) the radio creative reached the 
effective range for both detail and global memory encoding.

Major 
Findings
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Left brain = detail memory encoding  /  Right brain = global (brand) memory encoding

Radio is highly effective for both  
call to action and branding 
While radio is widely considered to be highly effective in driving call to action, this 

study shows it is equally as effective at building or reinforcing brand equity.

The difference between detailed and global 
memory encoding is marginal. This means that 
advertisers can be equally as confident to
use radio to build and reinforce branding, as they can
to communicate a specific message or call to action.

Call to action – average radio detailed memory encoding 
at peak branding exceeded radio benchmarks

Achieved

Achieved

Benchmark

Benchmark

0.65

0.67

0.59

0.64
Branding – average radio global memory encoding 
at peak branding exceeded radio benchmarks
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Priming with radio drives stronger  
results in other media
Advertising on radio prior to television can increase the effectiveness 

of a television ad, in particular its moment of peak branding, by up to 31%.

“Low involvement” brain processing, the type which audiences are likely to experience 

when consuming a passive media such as radio, can be more effective than a more 

active “lean in” media experience. Hearing the ad on radio has primed the brain and 

made it more receptive when it processes similar content in other media.

Ads in this study that were heard on radio prior to being seen on television, achieved 

higher levels of memory encoding, which is proven to drive future behaviour.

Average of all Television Ads

Moment of Peak Branding – Television
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At the moment of peak branding, key measures 
increased when television was primed by radio.  
This was the case for all categories in the study.

Retail Creative Fast Food Creative

Fuel Creative Insurance Creative
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An example of how priming with radio 
increases measures can be seen in this 
second-by-second creative analysis.

Television Unprimed

Television Primed by Radio

The study showed how consistent elements of creative can be effective in 

driving high levels of memory encoding. This in turn drives effectiveness. The brain 

processes an element of the creative in the radio ad, which provides a mental 

shortcut for the brain when it then processes the same moment in the television 

ad. This mental shortcut makes it easier for the brain to reinforce the memory and 

also to broaden or furnish the memory with a new association.
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In general, social media ads are also 
more effective when primed by radio 
and television, particularly at the 
peak moment of branding. 

Due to the cell structure of this study, 
social media was always primed by 
both radio and television, though 
 the order differed, as shown in  
the findings.

Priming with radio increases 
television memory encoding.

Detail Global

13%
31%

Average of all 
television ads

Moment of 
peak branding

8%
4%
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Priming with radio and television increases 
social media memory encoding.

It is important to note that the social media advertising was shown 

to fieldwork participants in full. Participants dwell time on social 

media was then higher than the average of <3 seconds.

Average of all Social Media Ads

Moment of Peak Branding – Social Media

Detail Global

8%
13%

Average of all 
social media ads

Moment of 
peak branding

14%
10%
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Engagement in both television and 
social media advertising also benefits 
from being primed by radio.

“Priming is a well-established phenomenon 
where our response to a particular stimulus is 
influenced by another stimulus. In our study, 
we used cross platform priming to investigate 
the effects this would have on the advertising 
in another channel. Once a memory has 
been created by the priming advertisement, 
the strongly encoded moments act as Iconic 
Triggers, which retrigger memory encoding when 
people are exposed to similar themes or cues.”

Dr Shaun Seixas, Director of Research, Neuro-Insight

Average of all Television Ads Average of all Social Ads
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Radio is highly effective for both 
call to action and branding 

While radio is widely considered to be highly effective in driving a 
call to action, this study shows it is equally as effective at building, 
or reinforcing, brand equity.

Priming with radio drives 
stronger results in other media
Advertising on radio prior to television can increase the 
effectiveness of a television ad, in particular its moment of peak 
branding, by up to 31%.

Radio is an effective advertising 
channel for all categories tested
In each of the four categories tested in this study (Fast Food, Retail, 
Insurance and Fuel) the radio creative reached the effective range 
for both detail and global memory encoding.

“The study findings illustrate the flexibility of 
radio as a channel, to brand and to drive a call 
to action. It also highlights how effective radio 
can be when combined with other media. We 
know that sound can have a profound effect 
on the subconscious, and the findings indicate 
that the consistent use of sounds and words 
across different media can trigger high levels of 
memory encoding.” 

Dr Shaun Seixas, Director of Research, Neuro-Insight
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Research conducted by 
Neuro-Insight in Auckland, New Zealand. April 2021.

Find out more about this study and radio 
advertising at www.trb.co.nz


